Risk of Radiation-Induced Cancer From Computed Tomography Angiography Use in Imaging Surveillance for Unruptured Cerebral Aneurysms.
Background and Purpose- Although computed tomography angiography (CTA) is an excellent, noninvasive imaging modality for surveillance of intracranial aneurysms, radiation concerns have been cited to restrict its use in surveillance imaging. The goal of this study was to estimate distributions of radiation-induced central nervous system cancer incidence from CTA surveillance for intracranial aneurysms, and the impact of frequency and duration of surveillance imaging using follow-up CTAs. Methods- Simulation-modeling approach was performed using data on CTA associated radiation risk. We used the Radiation Risk Assessment Tool, based on the data using the BEIR VII report (BEIR VII). Each CTA was assigned as a separate exposure event. Men and women, respectively, starting surveillance imaging at 30, 40, and 50 years and receiving annual CTAs were considered as separate subgroups. As a comparison, we also calculated the radiation-induced cancer risk in the same groups of patients but receiving CTAs every 2 and 5 years, respectively. Results- CTA-associated excess cancer risk per exposure increases relatively more rapidly with the first 10 exposures and plateaus after the 44th exposure. On average, per CTA incurs ≈0.0026% in excess lifetime cancer risk. Receiving CTA follow-up at a younger age, more frequent follow-up, longer surveillance period, and men are the major factors contributing to an elevated excess lifetime risk. In the highest risk group, male patient receiving annual CTA follow-ups from the age of 30 years, the excess lifetime risk is 0.115% at the age of 81 years. Conclusions- Radiation-induced brain cancer incidence associated with unruptured intracranial aneurysm surveillance strategies using CTA is low relative to the risk for aneurysmal rupture. Further cost-effectiveness/utility analyses might help assess this risk in the context of aneurysmal ruptures prevented by surveillance imaging.